Two synchronised gates opening

Master controller settings

Safety
- External gate indication status
  - Indicator output: AUX IO
  - Closed indication: Off
  - Partly closed indication: Off
  - Closing indication: Off
  - Partly open indication: Off
  - Opening indication: On
  - Open indication: On
  - Pedestrian indication: Off
  - Unknown indication: Off

Slave controller settings

Autoclose
- Autoclose status: On
- Autoclose timer: 0 Seconds

- To open the gate fully, all triggering devices (remote controls, tag readers, keypads, intercoms, etc.) must be programmed/connected to the Master controller.
- If the pedestrian function is required, connect the triggering device’s normally-open output to the PED terminal on the Slave controller or, in the case of remote controls, learn the remotes to activate the PED function on the Slave controller.
Please Note: Ensure that beam test is disabled on both controllers.